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characterisation/validation on irradiance data sets in solar energy research 
mainly based on comparing averages and distribution function

( see e.g. see e,g.: Espinar et.al.,  Solar Energy,  83,  (2009)
Yang et al, Solar Energy, 20 (2020)    )

for systems containing storage: sequential characteristics gain importance in system sizing             
- but: sequential characteristics studied less frequenly

e.g. by   Kiess et.al. Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews 152 (2021)
Beyer, Proc. Solar World congress 2021 (2022)
Ruhnau and  Qvist. Environ. Res._Lett. 17 (2022)

- sizing storage capacity mostly done by iterative search via simulation studies 
(highly sensitive to mete- data selected) 
a closer look on the relation of irradiance data series is worthwhile

-> Case studied here: sizing of generation and storage capacity for stand alone systems
example PV + storage system for the supply of a summertime (Mai – August) load)
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study based on data provide by https://joint-research-centre.ec.europa.eu/pvgis-photovoltaic-geographical-information-system_en
PVGIS Server

shown: storage content over 11 years
for storage sized for save
supply for selected data base                                                                                                
(truncated cumulative
balance                                             PVGIS (sat) SA
or energy dficit integral)

PV generation sized
for complete load coverage
in each case

Location Faroe Islands Re-analysis 
data ERA 5

Re-analysis 
data COSMO

storage size required : 13.8 [days of load]                                              

Storage size required 15.8 [days of load]

Storage size required 23.3 [days of load]
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in search of features of the time series
leading to critical storage content

feature proposed by Kies et al.
length of situations with irradiance
below a threshold 
(less than average )

PVGIS (sat) SA2
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in search of features of the time series
leading to critical storage content

+including amplitude of deficits

indicator defined as
- average balance generation-load 

last two month * autocorrelation of balance

indicator signals most critical situation

-> may be used a test parameter for
data base control
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to be continued…………………………………………………………    


